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Volatility is sitting near its lowest levels in years, but one technical
strategist says that if history is any indication, the so-called fear gauge
is signaling a market breakout.

While the VIX hit a 10-year low Monday, Bank of America's Stephen
Suttmeier said that it's the chart of the VXV-to-VIX ratio that points to
a rally ahead for stocks.  

The VXV is an index similar to the VIX, but it measures expected
volatility over the next 93 days. In other words, it is a longer version of
the VIX index that tells where the VIX is expected to go.

"When the VXV to the VIX goes from oversold to overbought really fast,
[which has] happened about four times in the last year or so, the
market tends to break out," Suttmeier explained Tuesday on CNBC's
"Futures Now."

The strategist points out three key points through 2016 to illustrate his
thesis. The VXV-VIX ratio first rose rapidly in February 2016, when the
S&P 500 broke out above 1,950. The second time the increase occurred
was right after the Brexit vote, following which the market went
through 2,100. The third and final time was right after the election,
when the S&P broke above 2,200.

And now, with another rise in the VXV-VIX ratio in April, Suttmeier
thinks that the trend "favors a breakout through 2,400."
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This commodity could soon go from
'sizzle' to 'fizzle'

The analyst who accurately called oil's bottom
gives his new prediction, and it brings trouble.

Chart watcher sees a classic market
theory predicting a problem for the rally

Ralph Acampora, called the godfather of
technical analysis says a pause in the rally is
coming.

Technicians shock call: Expect crude to
hit $90

One technician sees oil, pinned below $50,
more than doubling its current price.

This chart points to S&P 2,500: BofA
technician

One strategist says there is one indicator that
is signaling a breakout for the S&P 500.

A top market watcher says there’s a ‘split market’
brewing, and investors need to be careful
Ron Paul says it won't be a 'total shock' if stocks
plummet 25% and gold soars 50% by October
'Very rare' market signal is putting the S&P 500 on a
rocket ship to 2500, BofA analyst says
The Nasdaq 100 just broke a historical win streak, here’s
what could likely happen next
Investors in this asset are setting themselves up for a
‘real painful trade,’ a strategist warns
Oil's bear market has turned black gold into a 'worthless
commodity,' Dennis Gartman says
Washington drama is just ‘noise on the side’ — here’s
why the market has more room to run: Bob Doll
Oil just entered a bear market, and BofA says it's
heading to $30
Central bank liquidity is the 'IV drip' of the rally, and
here's what could happen if it dries up
Gold is tumbling, but one trader sees opportunity

 

CNBC's Jackie DeAngelis reports on the next
move for the dollar as it rallies against the yen.

Dollar
rallies
against yen

Dollar rallies against yen  
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As a result, Suttmeier believes the S&P 500 could run up as high as
2,500 in the short term.

On the same segment, "Futures Now" trader Brian Stutland shared that
data going back to 1991 showed that the VIX typically trades back
above 16 within half a year after falling below 12. This is based on a
Bollinger Band analysis, a volatility indicator with an upper and lower
line that indicates whether an asset is overbought or oversold.

Stutland says that the VIX has yet to hit the lower Bollinger Band, which
would indicate that the VIX is oversold. But once it does, there could be
a spike higher in volatility.

The VIX index has hovered around 12 for most of the year so far.
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VIX 10.85
 

-0.26 -2.34%

.VXV 13.35
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Altaira's Ralph Acampora says 'split' market
could spell trouble. Tom Kloza, who called oil's
recent collapse, now sees a new problem. And
what do you do now that bond yields have hit
a 2-month high? With CNBC's Jackie
DeAngelis and the Futures Now Traders.
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Veteran oil analyst Tom Kloza sees a new
problem for oil.
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